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AQA AoS1: The operas of Mozart

by Jane Werry

INTRODUCTION

The AQA A level exam requires candidates to have a good understanding of the context and musical features 

of Mozart’s operas, with special focus on specific numbers from Act 1 of The Marriage of Figaro. The exam 

questions encompass identification of features in recordings of unfamiliar Mozart operas, some simple 

dictation using music from the area of study, description of musical features from a score excerpt from Figaro, 

and describing how a chosen excerpt relates to the opera as a whole.

There are excellent bar-by-bar analyses of all of the set numbers from Figaro in both the Rhinegold study guide 

and the teaching guide published on the AQA website. I do not intend to duplicate these here. Rather, this 

resource aims to provide resources and strategies for how to approach the area of study with your classes. 

These will include ideas for where to start with tackling the context of Classical opera, performing excerpts 

from Figaro in class, and teaching the musical features of the Figaro set numbers.

GETTING STARTED WITH OPERA

Opera may be something quite unfamiliar to many of your students. It could even be something that they find 

daunting, or initially unappealing. Opening their eyes and ears to the sheer delight of Figaro is going to be 

great fun, but one of the key elements of this involves proving that opera is not actually scary or exclusive.

Showing them some operatic highlights and giving them some key knowledge will help them to feel like opera 

insiders. Added to this, having a sense of the bigger picture will enable students to make links between their 

prior knowledge (particularly anything they have already learnt about the periods of musical history in their 

music GCSE) and what they’re about to tackle.

Perhaps the best documentary to start with is the third episode of Howard Goodall’s Big Bangs, available on 

YouTube. This gives an introduction to the emergence of opera, putting it in the context of historical events and 

cultural developments, all in an authoritative yet immensely watchable style. At 50 minutes long, this could take 

up an entire lesson, or be set as a meaty introductory homework task.

However, you will want to ensure that students are not merely passive viewers, but that they watch actively and 

make some useful notes on the key points. You might set some questions for them to answer in preparation for 

a discussion next lesson. These could include:

1. Where and when did opera come about? (Florence, in the 1590s.)

2. Who were the Camerata? (A group of poets, composers, artists and philosophers who debated ideas. They 

wanted to combine art forms to create something uniquely powerful for the audience.)

3. What was the very first opera (which is now lost)? (Dafne by Jacopo Peri, 1598.)

4. Who was Vincenzo Gonzaga’s court composer in Mantua in the early 1600s? (Claudio Monteverdi.)

5. What was opera’s ‘big bang’ in 1607? (Monteverdi’s Orfeo.)

6. What is recitative? (Sung narrative that links the songs and choruses.)

7. Why was the plot of The Marriage of Figaro considered politically subversive at the time, in the 1780s? 

(It showed the aristocracy in an unfavourable light, and was thought to foster revolutionary feeling.)

8. What is the title of Beethoven’s only opera? (Fidelio.)

9. Who was the main Italian opera composer of the 19th century? (Giuseppe Verdi.)

10. The operas of which German composer were later used as Nazi propaganda? (Richard Wagner.)

11. Which American composer wrote Nixon in China in 1987? (John Adams.)

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/music/AQA-7272-TG-AOS1-M.PDF
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/music/AQA-7272-TG-AOS1-M.PDF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YECRoWklQSo
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As well as writing down their answers, ask students to make a note of anything in the video that they don’t 

understand. These might be musical terms, or cultural or historical references. Go through these during the 

next lesson, looking up anything you can’t immediately answer.

The Big Bangs video moves straight from Monteverdi to Mozart, so a little filling-in of the later Baroque is 

required in order for students to understand how opera developed. This needs to consolidate what recitative 

and aria actually are, plus give an idea about the typical features of opera. Handel’s Giulio Cesare in Egitto 

(‘Julius Caesar in Egypt’) is an excellent example of a late Baroque opera seria, and will give students some 

understanding of operatic conventions, which were well established by Handel’s time.

Caesar’s aria ‘Va tacito’ is a good place to start. A full score of the opera can be found on IMSLP, and the aria 

is on page 48. An excellent performance to watch is Andreas Scholl’s on YouTube.

Learning points from this aria:

 � Giulio Cesare is an example of an opera seria (literally ‘serious opera’), which had plots involving characters 

from history or legend. In opera seria, the hero’s role was usually taken by a castrato – that is, an adult male 

who has had his testicles removed before puberty in order to preserve a soprano range. This leaves modern 

performances with something of a casting dilemma, as there are no longer any castrati – the practice has 

long since been thought of as barbaric. One option is for a countertenor (male alto) such as Scholl to take 

the role. Another is for the hero’s role to become a trouser role, sung by a mezzo-soprano such as Sarah 

Connolly, whose performance of ‘Va tacito’ you can see here.

 � The aria is preceded by a recitative, accompanied only by continuo (cello and harpsichord), where Cesare 

meets Tolomeo, Cleopatra’s brother. Their sung dialogue moves the plot along, and features speech-rhythms 

and a sparse accompaniment: it is absolutely typical recitativo secco (‘dry recitative’).

 � The aria itself is a da capo aria, which by the late Baroque was the standard form for an operatic solo song. 

The structure is ABA, where the second A section is a repeat (literally the ‘da capo’) that is customarily 

ornamented by the singer, as demonstrated by Andreas Scholl in this performance. The aria does not move 

the narrative along: Caesar sings about his suspicions about Tolomeo using a metaphor of a huntsman. 

There are not many lyrics, but much repetition.

 � There is an instrumental obbligato, which was also common practice in Baroque arias. The choice of 

instrument might reflect the character who is singing, or the subject matter. Here, the horn, with its hunting 

origins, is the perfect obbligato instrument to fit with Caesar’s huntsman metaphor.

MOZART OPERAS: THE WIDER PICTURE

Section A of the A level exam involves students answering questions on an extract from a Mozart opera (not 

the set numbers from Figaro). Many of these questions concern specific musical details (cadences, intervals, 

filling in notation), but there may be a ten-mark question that requires candidates to identify features of the 

extract that are typical of a Mozart opera.

Therefore, a sound understanding of the typicality of Mozart’s operas is essential, and it makes sense to look 

further than just Figaro. These four are a representative and enjoyable sample, and are recommended as wider 

listening in the specification:

 � Don Giovanni was written in 1787 and is an opera buffa: in contrast to the opera seria of Giulio Cesare, an 

opera buffa concerns the ordinary lives of ordinary people. The Opera Cheats series on YouTube provides 

excellent introductions to opera plots, and the Don Giovanni one is here. The ‘catalogue aria’ (here with 

its preceding recitative and English subtitles) appears in a scene where Don Giovanni’s servant Leporello 

gives Donna Elvira (Don Giovanni’s spurned lover) a list of all of Don Giovanni’s romantic conquests, which 

have included 1,003 women in Spain alone. The aria is in two distinct sections, a fast ‘patter’ section in 4/4 

followed by a slower triple-time section.

The fact that 
Andreas Scholl 
wears a modern-
looking military 
uniform rather than 
anything Roman-
looking is a good 
starting point for a 
discussion about 
opera productions 
that change the 
era or setting of 
the original story. 
The point here is 
that many of the 
themes in opera are 
universal human 
stories, and so 
provide creative 
directors with 
plenty of scope for 
adaptation.

http://hz.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/2/24/IMSLP18997-PMLP35138-HG_Band_68.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfjHVJ5NBKA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fieBT98DCLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVWBz0w9F_4&t=32s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgC3GGxF1E0
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 � Così fan tutte is another opera buffa, from 1790, this one also concerning infidelity, with two men testing 

the faithfulness of their fiancées by disguising themselves and then attempting to seduce them. The Opera 

Cheats video gives a good overview. In the aria ‘Come scoglio’ (‘Like a rock’), Fiordiligi sings of her ability 

to resist temptation. The music sounds very serious, with Fiordiligi’s part spanning a very wide range and 

featuring huge leaps. Mozart is in fact poking fun at the traditions of opera seria, and showing Fiordiligi to 

be rather self-important.

 � Die Zauberflöte (‘The Magic Flute’), written in 1791, is rather different. This is a singspiel, an opera in 

German with spoken dialogue in the place of recitative. The magical story is outlined here by Opera Cheats. 

The Queen of the Night is a magical character, so her music is highly complex, with florid coloratura writing 

and legendary top Fs (F6). ‘Der Hölle Rache’, often known simply as the Queen of the Night’s aria, is 

perhaps one of the most famous arias in all opera. By contrast, Papageno is a simple birdcatcher who would 

rather be catching girls, and his music consists of straightforward melodies harmonised by primary chords, 

as demonstrated in his aria ‘Der Vogelfänger bin ich ja’.

 � Die Entführung aus dem Serail (‘The Abduction from the Seraglio’) is an earlier singspiel. A plot breakdown 

can be found here. A good example aria to listen to is ‘O, wie will ich triumphieren’, written (as many of 

Mozart’s opera roles) with a specific singer in mind. It features wide leaps, coloratura and two bottom Ds, 

and has become something of a test piece for bass singers.

Consolidating knowledge gained so far

Students should now have a pretty firm grasp of what opera involves, and a flavour of where Mozart’s operas 

fit into it. At this point, it would be a good idea to get them to do some thinking, in order to draw out the most 

important points. A reduction of everything learnt so far down to the top ten things, presented in bullet points, 

can be an excellent way to get students engaging with the material and doing the thinking that will begin to 

embed things in their long-term memory.

Be prepared to question their choices, asking them to justify what they have put on their lists. Which would they 

pick if they had to whittle it down to five?

An interesting and potentially fun discussion, perhaps to end a lesson, would be to name some things that 

would never be found in a Mozart opera – and again, of course, being prepared to explain why.

Approaching the Figaro set works: using a knowledge organiser

Now that students have a broad overview of opera as a whole, and where Mozart’s operas fit into the genre, 

the next thing to do is to clarify the scope of the area of study. What, exactly, does it cover? What do students 

need to know?

A knowledge organiser is a very effective way of communicating this to students. It presents the basic facts 

and terminology that students need to know in one place, and while it is certainly not exhaustive, it covers 

the essentials and gives a structure to their thinking. On a more practical level, it can also be used for regular 

quizzing and retrieval practice that will consolidate students’ knowledge. Simply by blanking out one of the 

columns, you can provide easy, low-stakes tests to help embed the most important facts. Ideally, quizzes 

of this kind need to take place frequently, throughout the course: this kind of revisiting of factual information 

imprints it on students’ long-term memories. This minimises the need for revision at the end of the course and 

enables students to concentrate on applying their knowledge in exam-type situations.

Students will need to get to know the set numbers from Figaro very well, so make sure that they have access 

to audio files of them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLwJTuWbr_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLwJTuWbr_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuW8HZc3SS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unSmC2lr3NA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuBeBjqKSGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Z7Xe9UvnRk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEG-Fv1j-fY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JIkvl4nHaI
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Here is a knowledge organiser for this part of AoS1:

Area of Study 1: the operas of Mozart

Figaro characters Other Mozart operas

1. Count Almaviva Bass 1. Die Entführung aus dem 
Serail (‘The Abduction from 
the Seraglio’)

1782, singspiel

2. Countess Rosina Soprano

3. Figaro – the Count’s valet Baritone

4. Susanna – the Countess’s maid Soprano

5. Cherubino – the Count’s page Mezzo-soprano 2. Don Giovanni 1787, opera buffa

6. Dr Bartolo – wanted to marry the Countess Bass 3. Così fan tutte 1790, opera buffa

7. Marcellina – Dr Bartolo’s housekeeper Soprano 4. Die Zauberflöte 
(‘The Magic Flute‘)

1791, singspiel

8. Don Basilio – a music teacher Tenor

9. Don Curzio – a lawyer Tenor

10. Antonio – the Count’s gardener, Susanna’s uncle Bass

11. Barbarina – Antonio’s daughter Soprano

Key musical terms

Abridged sonata form Sonata form, but with a short linking passage in the place of the development section.

Aria A solo song. Usually the character sings about their situation at that moment in the plot: the 
opera’s narrative is not usually advanced by an aria.

Cavatina Literally a ‘little song’ – a simple aria.

Coda The final section of a piece.

Codetta The ending of a section within a piece of music.

Continuo The combination of a continuous bassline and chords, usually played by cello and harpsichord. 
Used to accompany recitative.

Episode Contrasting sections within rondo form.

Exposition The first section of sonata form, comprising the first subject (in the tonic key) and the second 
subject (in the dominant or relative major/minor).

Galant style A simple, elegant Classical style characterised by functional harmony, periodic phrasing and 
melody-dominated homophony.

Melody-dominated 
homophony

Melody + accompaniment texture.

Opera buffa Comic opera in Italian, with a plot about ordinary people.

Periodic phrasing Balanced phrases of equal length, usually in antecedent (question) and consequent (answer) 
pairs.

Recapitulation In sonata form, the third main section, where the first and second subjects are repeated, both in 
the tonic key.

Recitative Sung narrative using speech rhythms, with minimal accompaniment and no repetition of text.

Ritornello The repeating section (‘A’ section) in a rondo.

Rondo ABACA etc.

Singspiel An opera in German, with spoken dialogue in the place of recitatives.

Trouser role Where a (usually young) male character is played by a female actress.
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Set number from Figaro Story Musical features

Overture Sets the mood for the story 
to follow. Mozart composed 
this in a few hours before the 
first performance.

Abridged sonata form in D major, demonstrating masterful use 
of diatonic harmony (with chromatic moments) and orchestration. 
Second subject in dominant key (A major). A codetta links the end 
of the second subject to the start of the recapitulation, where both 
subjects are heard in the tonic key.

No. 1 Duettino ‘Cinque, 
dieci, venti’
(Figaro and Susanna, 
including following 
recitative)

Figaro and Susanna prepare 
for their marriage. Susanna 
tells Figaro that the Count is 
trying to seduce her.

Actually an abridged sonata form, with plenty of characterisation 
happening through separate themes for Figaro and Susanna. 
There is harmonic freedom in the recitative as Susanna breaks the 
news to Figaro about the Count’s intentions.

No. 3 Cavatina ‘Se vuol 
ballare signor contino’ 
(Figaro, including 
preceding recitative)

Figaro imagines that he is 
confronting the Count.

The preceding recitative is again harmonically adventurous to 
keep up the pace of the action. The cavatina has an ABCA 
structure. The A section uses primary harmonies while the B 
section becomes more chromatic as Figaro describes the Count’s 
nefarious plans.

No. 4 Aria ‘La vendetta’ 
(Bartolo)

Bartolo wants revenge on 
Figaro: Bartolo wanted 
to marry the Countess, 
but Figaro facilitated her 
marriage to the Count.

Abridged sonata form, in D major which allows the trumpets and 
timpani to play. Bartolo’s rage is communicated through wide leaps 
and dynamic contrasts.

No. 5 Duettino ‘Via resti 
servita’ (Susanna and 
Marcellina)

Susanna and Marcellina 
trade insults while 
maintaining a veneer of 
politeness.

Politeness is shown in the elegant melodies, while the underlying 
tension is communicated by triplet quavers in the accompaniment.

No. 6 Aria ‘Non so più 
cosa son’ (Cherubino)

Cherubino sings about his 
infatuation with women.

Breathless feeling is provided by the rests and quavers in 
the accompaniment pattern, with a repeating quaver-quaver-
crotchet rhythm in the vocal melody. Clarinets used extensively in 
accompaniment. Two sections: the first can be seen as ternary 
form, while the second has an AA1 structure.

No. 7 Terzetto ‘Cosa sento!’ 
(Susanna, Basilio, Count)

Basilio gossips about 
Cherubino’s flirting with the 
Countess. The Count (who 
is hidden) reveals himself, 
and eventually uncovers 
Cherubino (also hidden).

Fast-paced action with lots of musical characterisation within a 
rapid but full sonata form.

No. 9 Aria ‘Non più andrai’ 
(Figaro)

Figaro packs Cherubino 
off for military service, 
and teases him about the 
hardships of a soldier’s life.

The best-known melody from the opera is the ritornello section of a 
rondo, ABACA.
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TEACHING THE SET WORKS

Now students have a really clear picture of what is involved, it’s time to get down to the nitty-gritty of getting 

acquainted with Figaro itself.

The plot moves along extremely quickly in Act 1 (from which all the set numbers are taken), so a good handle 

on the characters and story is essential. As before, there is an extremely useful Opera Cheats video, which is 

a great way for students to begin to get to know the plot, or which can serve as a reminder later.

It would obviously be ideal to take students to see a live performance of Figaro, but if that’s not possible 

there are several full performances on YouTube. This one has a great cast and English subtitles. Bear in mind, 

however, that a full performance is at least three hours long, so it will take several lessons if you decide to use 

curriculum time for it. It could be a fun after-school activity to do a cinema-style Figaro screening with snacks 

and drinks. Although the set works only cover Act 1, it’s such a masterpiece that it would be a great thing for 

students’ cultural capital for them to experience it in its entirety.

If you’re working through AoS1 in chronological order, you may well have already done detailed analyses of 

the Baroque concertos. The extent to which you need to lead your students through analysis of the Figaro 

set works in a blow-by-blow fashion depends on their abilities and level of confidence. Some of the Figaro 

numbers are quite complex, so you’ll need to get the balance right between telling students what’s going on 

and asking them to figure it out for themselves.

You will, of course, want to provide your students with a score of the set numbers from Figaro. Full scores and 

vocal scores are available on IMSLP, but there are none that include an English translation. The Boosey & 

Hawkes and Schirmer edition vocal scores do have English translations, and are the most reasonably priced. 

However, if your budget’s tight, you might want to download one of the IMSLP scores and write in a translation: 

getting students to do this may seem like a rather mundane, low-level task, but it will certainly have the effect 

of getting them to engage with the plot!

There’s a translation of the whole libretto available online here. Whether you go for the full score or a vocal score 

reduction will depend on how many pages you want to print. It would be perfectly feasible to work from a vocal 

score and simply write details of orchestration in. Alternatively, you could patch together a mishmash of full 

score and vocal score: perhaps full score for the Overture, and for the opening section of each aria/ensemble, 

but vocal score for the rest.

SONATA FORM

Before tackling the set numbers, there’s one more chunk of prior knowledge that will need assessing 
and consolidating: sonata form. Mozart’s skill in weaving sonata form into Figaro is awe-inspiring, but 
it will just be confusing for students unless they already have a good handle on what ‘regular’ sonata 
form looks and sounds like. They may have covered this briefly at GCSE, but it’s worthwhile going 
back over it to consolidate.

A time-effective way of doing this would be to flip the learning of the basics. There are many explanations 
of sonata form on YouTube, but this one is the clearest and most concise that I have found. Task your 
students with watching it and making a diagram of sonata form, with colour-coding for keys. In the next 
lesson, give them one of Mozart’s very simple sonata form movements to analyse, perhaps the first 
movement of Eine kleine Nachtmusik, or the Piano Sonata in G K283 (there is an analysis of this here).

If you just want 
to provide your 
students with a 
diagram of sonata 
form, rather than 
getting them to 
devise their own, 
this one is the best I 
have found.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3DkBZ8pkio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y581_89UrIY
http://www.murashev.com/opera/Le_nozze_di_Figaro_libretto_English_Italian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzHS7QL-B-c
https://tonic-chord.com/mozart-piano-sonata-no-5-in-g-major-k-283-analysis/
https://www.reddit.com/r/classicalmusic/comments/3qhy44/a_simple_diagram_for_sonata_form_i_made/
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Whichever version of the score you go for, having a planned approach to annotation is a good idea. It’s 

easy to neglect the connection between the musical elements or dimensions (which are often found in exam 

questions) and the words that describe them (which are used in answers). Yet so often this is a source of 

misconception – and incorrect answers – for students. One way to tackle this is to be very upfront about the 

things that you’ll be looking for in your analyses of the set numbers, and organising these in element headings. 

You could even get students to colour code their annotations for each element.

Structure Harmony and 
tonality

Texture Orchestration and 
voices

Rhythm Melody

Sonata form Diatonic Monophonic Solo Metre Scalic/conjunct

Rondo form Consonant Unison Tutti Hemiola Triadic/disjunct

Introduction Chromatic Octaves Continuo Dotted rhythms Arpeggio

Coda Dissonant Homophonic Accompaniment Syncopation Broken chord

Binary Pedal Polyphonic/ 
contrapuntal

Obbligato Cross-rhythm Ostinato

Ternary Primary chords Imitative Coloratura Augmentation Diatonic

Ritornello Cadences Antiphonal Melisma Diminution Chromatic

Episode Harmonic rhythm Melody-and-
accompaniment

Syllabic Ornament 
(trill, mordent, 
appoggiatura)

Codetta Suspension Sparse Tessitura Sequence

Through-
composed

Appoggiatura Dense Recitative

Tierce de 
Picardie

Cycle of 5ths

Harmonic 
sequence

This table, along with the knowledge organiser, can be a good source of frequent low-stakes testing. Simply 

matching each term to its heading is a quick task that will consolidate essential knowledge for your students.

As you work through each number in the score, students can add their colour-coded annotations. You could 

also reinforce the knowledge as you finish each number, by creating an overview table (perhaps on a sheet of 

A3 paper) where students summarise each number under the elements headings.

Playing numbers from Figaro

Some of the set numbers do not really lend themselves to classroom performance – the Overture, for example, 

would only be possible if your students have unusually advanced performance skills.

However, there are a couple of opportunities to perform sections of the set works themselves. The idea of 

recitative is unlikely to be already familiar to students, and it would be good for them to experience responding 

to the speech-rhythms of a singer. Using an English translation, you could ask a student to do the singing if you 

have someone who is confident enough to do so, or sing yourself: the important thing here is not the quality 

of the singing, but getting the speech-rhythms to sound natural and flowing, and having the accompaniment 

follow. Whatever instruments you have can be divided between playing bass notes and chords, to reproduce 

the idea of a continuo. The recitatives also provide an excellent source of chord identification practice: to 

begin with, this might be very slow, so you could ask students to work in pairs, assign specific bars to different 

students, or simply time them and see how they improve with experience.

Perhaps the most playable number from among the set works, aside from the recitatives, is No. 9 , Figaro’s aria 

‘Non più andrai’. Working with whatever instruments you have in your group, you will need a bass instrument, a 

melody instrument or singer, and others as available to provide harmonic filler, melody doubling and interjections.
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There are important points to glean here about Mozart’s approach to phrasing, harmony, texture and 

orchestration. Point out to students how Mozart keeps the bassline from becoming too heavy by including 

rests, while the chords are outlined by the notes in the second violin. The first violin doubles Figaro’s melody, 

but two octaves higher, partly to avoid cluttering the texture, but also to open it out by including some higher 

pitches. The oboe and horn chords provide punctuation at the ends of the phrases. The first pair of phrases 

are a beautiful example of the galant style, with clear antecedent and consequent phrases that have imperfect 

and perfect cadences respectively. The third phrase (‘delle belle turbando il riposo’) is lent weight by being 

doubled in three octaves, with a light scoring for its answering phrase.

Once this opening section has been picked apart in detail, it’s easy enough to work through the rest of the aria, 

unpicking it in similar fashion as you perform. It could even be beneficial to start with this aria, before tackling 

any of the other set numbers, even though this takes the numbers out of sequence: there is so much to be 

learned from playing this one first, which will then lend context and insight to study of the others.
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CONSOLIDATING KNOWLEDGE: GENERALISING 
ABOUT THE FEATURES OF MOZART’S OPERAS

Once each of the set works has been considered, it would be beneficial to give some attention to creating a 

definitive list of characteristic features of Mozart’s operas.

It’s extremely likely that there will be a question in the exam requiring candidates to identify which features of 

a particular opera (which may be one of the set works, or an unfamiliar piece) are characteristic of the genre.

This can be done by going back to the list of top ten features that students created before they began their 

detailed analysis of the Figaro set works, and using this as a starting point. If students have been creating a 

summary table under elements headings, they could refer to this as they work, and see what they would like 

to add – or remove – from their original list.

Students could work individually, writing their points onto sticky notes (one point per note). These could then 

be collated on a wall or table, with students finding similarities or conflicts, and matching points with elements 

to provide yet more consolidation of this very important layer of knowledge. The aim is to create the class’s 

‘ultimate’ Mozart top ten features list.

The definitive list of characteristics can be referred to when listening to further unfamiliar opera extracts. The 

Countess’s cavatina ‘Porgi amor’ would be a good one to use for this, or the finales to Acts 2 and 3. The list 

could also be used for low-stakes testing, perhaps as a lesson starter. The key here is frequent recall of the 

information, rather than the results of the testing: it is only through recall that the facts will become embedded 

in students’ long-term memories.


